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2011 Italy
first season  | 13 episodes of 13 minutes
target group | boys and girls 2-7 years
genre | live action
story | Domenico Ciolfi, Jader Giraldi, Roberto Pagliara
direction | Domenico Ciolfi
production | Mr.Arkadin Film, Zeranta Edutainment
executive production | Jader Giraldi



The Adventures of Sally is a Tv series for kids,
set in a Farm with the main character Sally,
a lovely little pig, and her group of friends.

There’s Grace, Sally’s best friend, an elegant hen, 
passionate about cooking and fashion. Thomas, 
the guard dog, a bit clumsy but loyal and generous. 
Lastly, there’s Andrea, a slightly conceited and 
snobby fox. Every day a new adventure, new friends 
to meet, new magic objects and new stories to tell. 
But beware, Faina - a sly marten - is lying in wait...

The series helps children to develop their social 
skills. Each episode storyline emphasizes essential 
skills and values such as honesty, responsibility, 
friendship, cooperation, self esteem, respect for 
feelings and property, and more.
The Adventures of Sally addresses the importance 
of issues like saving, recycling, taking care of others, 
the value of natural resources and entrepreneurship.

The Adventures of Sally is a live action format
for Tv, based on an innovative and patented
linguistic structure, ideated for a pre-school target 
and experimented on a group of kids from 2 to 7 
years old.
Thanks to this precise narrative and filming structure, 
kids enter a ‘safe’ world, where repetition and 
linguistic codes make them feel home every time; 
given this, in each episode there is a new
character and a new magical or mysterious object, 
creating a new adventure on a fixed background.

Join Sally and friends and explore the marvels
of everyday life in the Farm!

format



Sally
Sally is the main character of the series.
She’s a little pig with plenty of energy
and confidence in the future.
Sally is the life and soul of the group, she’s curious, 
instinctive and resourceful but most of all she’s 
endowed with infinite imagination and creativity.

characters

Andrea
Andrea is a fox, and – as all foxes do – he believes 
he’s very smart though he often lets himself
be cheated. Suspicious of novelties, he criticizes 
every new activity proposed by Sally and Grace. 
But behind his distant and sometimes a little cynical 
attitude, he hides a noble and altruistic soul.
When his friends call, Andrea is always there.

Grace
Grace is Sally’s best friend. She’s a charming
and stylish hen. She’s a very good cook,
with a special talent for cakes and sweets:
this is one of the reasons why she is much cherished 
at the Farm! Sometimes she has her head
in the clouds, but she always manages to give
the right piece of advice. Grace has a very big heart 
and Sally trusts her blindly.



Thomas 
Thomas is the guard dog of the Farm.
He’s a skilled wood worker, he’s good and generous 
but also a little dotty. He is convinced that he’s 
strong and brave, but in fact he’s a chicken...
On the other hand, he’s a faithful friend – the most 
valuable quality!

Faina 
Faina is a marten and is the most dreaded animal
at the Farm. She’s wicked and very clever: helped
by the faithful Picchio she always thinks up new 
plans to deceive and cheat Sally and her friends...

Picchio
Picchio is a woodpecker and is the most loyal
friend of Faina. He always helps her in her tricks
and misdeeds… They make a perfect couple,
though sometimes a little clumsy!

characters
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How did it get here?

A giant egg in my yard?!
The sun had just risen above the Farm.
Sally was sleeping blissfully in her bed of hay.
She was dreaming about waking up early that morning,
with a sense of positive energy, feeling cheerful and confident.
She knew it would have been a special day, full of surprises.
She was happy, and a smile flickered across her face while
she was dreaming…
When, suddenly, a loud noise from out in the yard woke her up…

Sally sprang up and ran out of her house: an enormous egg
had appeared from nowhere, right in the middle of the Farm.
Sally, all scared, ran over to call Grace, her best friend.
The most exciting adventure in her life was about to begin…

lessons
It’s important to have dreams and ambitions and to be committed 
to achieve them.

Friends can often help you in finding solutions to problems
and you can learn a lot from them.

values
Confidence, team-working, determination, taking care of others.sally

and
the egg



With
 Grace’s Cook Book,

in t
he Country!

this will be the greatest bakery

The sun had just risen above the Farm.
It was a sunny morning, a special one, full of surprises…
Sally was sleeping blissfully in her bed of hay, while some rays of 
sunshine were enlightening her face, warming it like a tender hug. 
When, all of a sudden, she was woken up by some voices
coming from the yard…

Sally found Grace running happily in the yard.
She had just received a letter from Chez Gaston, the biggest 
chef of France, who had been impressed by her delicious cakes. 
Gaston was asking the hen to work in his pâtisserie in Paris.
This was a unique opportunity for Grace, an unmissable chance! 
How will Sally manage to do without her best friend?
Maybe, if she learnt to make cakes too,
she could open a bakery with Grace…

lessons
Sometimes achieving personal ambitions involves making difficult 
choices, that may lead you far from the people you love;
but a friend is a friend, no matter the distance.

Everyone has his or her own personal talents, skills and limitations.

values
Entrepreneurship, personal ambition, awareness of your own
skills and limitations, friendship, family, team-working.

sally
and
the voilà
cake



this will be the greatest bakery to bring joy to the Farm!

And now, we’ll do the Dance of Happiness,

The wind was still blowing over the Farm,
but it seemed that the storm was over.
Sally was hiding next to her bed, huddled under 
her checkered blanket. She was frightened and worried,
her thoughts went immediately to Grace and her friends:
were they alright?
She gathered her courage, came out of hiding
and went to look for them…

Sally, Thomas, Andrea and Grace were all fine, but the Farm
was partially destroyed. So they rolled up their sleeves and,
in a short time, everything was as good as new.
They were tired and satisfied after such a hard work,
when an unexpected host arrived at the Farm.
It was the Mandarin Goose, one of Grace’s cousins who
had come to visit her from the Far East, with a little suitcase
full of surprises…

lessons
You can learn a lot from people of different countries and cultures, 
getting to know new interesting habits and ways to approach 
everyday life and problems: the more you learn, the more you 
grow up.

values
The other, diversity, happiness, confidence.sally

and
the mandarin
goose



the stories of the people it has met!

Every object has a magic inside:

The sun had just risen above the Farm.
That morning there was something special in the air,
it was rich with joy…
Sally was sleeping blissfully in her bed of hay, when,
all of a sudden, voices from out in the yard woke her up…

It was market day! Grace had woken up in good time to look
for fresh ingredients for her cakes, whereas Thomas and Andrea 
were spending their time at the honey stand. Sally, on the other 
hand, had stopped at the stand of forgotten objects of Sir 
Lawrence, admiring a music box. Whilst she was enchanted, 
looking at the dancing ballerina, Sir Lawrence told her that all 
objects have a magic inside: the stories of the people they have 
met... The four friends rushed away, looking for all the forgotten 
objects of the Farm in order to gather them under the tree
in the yard: “We could listen to their stories and maybe
we will be able to use them again!” – they thought.
In fact, that night…

lessons
Objects incorporate a history, a memory of the past.
The fact they are old doesn’t mean you have to throw them away; 
on the other hand, you can re-use and recycle them, giving your 
own contribution to environmental sustainability.

values
Re-using, recycling, the gift, the memory of the past.sally

and
the talking
objects



the stories of the people it has met!

Water belongs to everyone

and it should be free!

The sun was rising splendidly over the Farm.
Sally was sleeping blissfully in her bed of hay, she couldn’t 
possibly imagine what was about to happen.
It was to be a truly special day, one she would never forget…

Surprises never end and the Farm! That morning Sally was 
awakened by Grace knocking at her window. She was very 
worried: there wasn’t water anymore!
Andrea informed his friends that the lack of water had been 
caused by some works in progress at the dam.
To get it back, they had to handsomely pay a private company. 
Combing through the maps of the County, Andrea found
out that a river was flowing underneath the Farm. Grace advised 
to ask the Enchantress Owl, in order to have some help to find
a point where to dig a well and have water for everyone.
But suddenly Faina…

lessons
Some goods belong to everyone and this makes them public 
goods.

Working in a group leads to better results than doing things 
on your own.

values
Natural and economic resources, public goods, the strength
of the group.

sally
and
the missing
water



Than
ks to our savings,

we’ll invite all the animals of the Farmsat the concert of the Tundra Musicians!

The sun had just risen above the Farm.
That morning, there was something special in the air…
Sally was sleeping blissfully in her bed of hay,
caressed by the notes of a gentle music
coming from out in the yard…

Suddenly, however, Sally was awakened by the snare drum
of the Tundra Musicians, that were announcing their concert
at the Puppies Theatre. A unique event! Sally and her friends 
thought it would have been wonderful if all the animals
of the Farm could join in!
The four friends decided then to gather their own savings to give 
the concert ticket as a present to all the animals from the close 
farms. Sally, whilst counting the coins saved in her piggy bank,
fell asleep and made a dream in which…

lessons
You can use money for a bunch of things: for yourself, for your 
friends and other people.

Using your money to make a gift can make someone happy; 
putting together your and your friends’ money to buy a gift
can make happiness even bigger.

values
Solidarity, saving, the gift.sally

and
the piggy
bank



we’ll become dancers!

Our 
dream is becoming true:

sally
and
the dance
class

The sun had just come up, while the morning breeze
was blowing gently over the Farm.
Sally was sleeping blissfully in her bed of hay,
when suddenly she was waken up by her window quivering…

A newspaper sheet, lifted by the wind, was knocking at her 
window. Sally couldn’t believe here eyes: the newspaper
said that Madame Butterfly, the amazing classical ballerina, 
would have been teaching dance classes in the County!
The dream of Sally and Graces was becoming true:
they would have become ballerinas!
They only had to convince Andrea and Thomas
to take part to the dance class too...

lessons
Sport and physical activity are important to keep you healthy.

Balance is fundamental in all aspects of life: it’s important
to have dreams and passions, but always try to achieve them
in a sane and judicial way.

values
Physical activity, learning new things, commitment, sharing 
experiences, listening to your body and feelings.



A Penguin? Yes!

talki
ng to the Farm’s Snowman!

It’s a Penguin,

sally
and
the penguin

The sun had not risen above the Farm yet.
That morning there was a strange and mysterious atmosphere… 
Sally was sleeping in her bed of hay,
huddled under her checkered blanket.
The Farm was all covered by snow…

Sally was trembling with cold: outside there was a strange light,
as it was still night-time. A solar eclipse was occurring, and,
just besides the Snowman, she met a baby Penguin.
How had he arrived at the Farm?
How could the four friends help him to get back home?

lessons
When somebody comes into your life, be nice
and welcoming and you’ll have a new friend.

Help your friends when they are in need: 
once the problem is solved, happiness will spread around!

values
The other, friendship, family, helping each-other,
understanding the laws of nature.



It’s a Penguin,

it hides a secret inside!

The Pyramid has a magic and mysterious power,

sally
and
the mysterious
pyramid

The sun had just risen and Sally was sleeping
blissfully in her bed of hay.
That morning, an air of mystery was surrounding the Farm.
Sally couldn’t imagine what incredible adventure
was awaiting for her and her friends…

Sally looked out her window: an Egyptian Pyramid
had appeared right in the middle of the Farm yard!
She ran over to call her friends, and very soon they realized
it was a magical pyramid, able to fulfill all their wishes…
vBut, at the same time, Faina’s ones too!

lessons
Rules are important in a community: if everyone follow them, 
everyone has advantages.

When you live in a community/society, it’s important to have 
collective wishes and hopes and to work together in order
to realize them.

When you want to achieve something, commit yourself
and work hard, without trying to take short cuts.

values
Wishes, generosity, rules, community, honesty.



thin
gs happen at the end!

You just need a little bit of fantasy!

Sometimes, Sally, when we deeply desire something,

sally
and
the land of 
fairy tales

The sun had just risen above the Farm.
Sally woke up in her bed of hay, huddled under her checkered 
blanket. She was running a fever, and Grace sat besides
her to read her a tale.

Sally fell asleep, allowing her friend’s words to lull her.
She couldn’t possibly imagine what an amazing adventure
was awaiting for her in the magic land of fairy tales…

lessons
If you deeply want something to happen, commit yourself
and at the end you’ll make it.

A bit of fantasy is important in life: it helps you to see things
in a different and maybe clearer way.

values
Fantasy, creativity, story-telling, trust, constancy, self-confidence, 
friendship.



With all the vegetables of our garden,

we will prepare a delicious lunchfor all the friends from the other Farms!
You just need a little bit of fantasy!

Sometimes, Sally, when we deeply desire something,

sally
and
the 
scarecrow

The sun had just risen above the Farm. It was a nice morning,
with a refreshing and joyful breeze…
Sally was sleeping blissfully in her bed of hay, when suddenly 
some noises coming from the yard woke her up.

Thomas and Grace were busy at preparing a marvellous vegetable 
garden! Thanks to harvest of fruits and vegetables, they would 
have prepared a special lunch for all the friends of the other farms. 
Enchantress Owl suggested to put a coloured scarecrow for night-
watching the garden… but will he manage to keep Faina away?

lessons
Nature gives you delicious fruits and vegetables, if you nurture
and grow them with constancy and commitment.

Working in a team is better and more enjoyable than doing things 
on your own.

Share with your friends your toys, books and other things: 
together you’ll have more fun!

values
Trust, team-working, constancy, natural resources and products, 
the gift.



cooking
with sally!

Sally, Grace, Andrea and Thomas teach kids how to cook some 
of the best recipes of Italian food tradition: from Pasta al Pesto 
to Aubergines Parmigiana, from Caprese Salad to the Pizza 
Margherita… closing with delicious desserts such as Tiramisù!

Cooking can be a great way to reinforce skills and subjects being 
taught at school or to introduce new ones: simple math skills, 
following directions, accurate measuring, sensory awareness 
(exposing children to to new textures, tastes, colors, odors,
and more), artistic expression, food awareness.
Moreover, cooking can help develop children’s natural curiosity. 
Since many foods will change dramatically in size, color, and 
texture during the cooking or baking process, kids will likely be 
fascinated as they watch these changes take place right before 
their eyes.
The food that adults and children cook and eat together will be
the result of a common work and represent a group success
that increase self-confidence and confidence in family itself.

episode’s plot
In this episode kids will learn how to cook Aubergines Parmigiana 
and Chocolate Roll: Sally will be helped by little Greta, who will 
support her in the kitchen just as kids can do at home with their 
family!



sally’s
workshop

Sally and Grace, accompanied by a special host, teach kids how 
to realize handicrafts in a simple and funny way. At the end of each 
episode, the special host invites Sally, Grace and the other friends 
of the Farm in a playing a game, singing a song or performing
a dance.

episode’s plot
In this episode, Mandarin Goose teaches kids ho to make 
amazing and colorful fans, using beautiful decorated papers
and little wooden sticks.
Then, she involves Sally and Grace in a fantastic class where 
they’ll learn ho to perform the Dance of Happiness,
using the fans they have just hand-made!



special characters

Sir Lawrence
Sir Lawrence is the wise goat of the Farm.
Always ready to help Sally and her friends,
he has got the right answer for each of their 
questions.

Enchantress Owl
Enchantress Owl descends from a dynasty
of Russian fairies. She is a great expert of the art
of magic potions, and Grace often turns to her
for advice. 

Madame Butterfly
Madame Butterfly is a fantastic classical ballerina, 
well-known and estimated all over the world.
She’s a severe teacher, but she knows how
to enhance the talent of her students.
Sally is her greatest fan, and collects press
clippings with articles and pictures from of her shows.



New Characters
In each episode a new special character
comes to the Farm and involves Sally
and her friends in a new amazing adventure!

Mandarin Goose
Mandarin Goose is brilliant at the arts
of tea-making and oriental dance.
As her cousin Grace, she is a little clumsy
and sometimes with her head in the clouds,
but she always does her best to make sure
that everyone at the Farm is alright.

Penguin
Penguin is the little puppy coming from the South Pole.
Sweet and shy, he has won the friendship and trust
of all the animals of the Farm.
He’s an amazing tap dancer and Sally and Grace
love to dance with him!

special characters



The Adventures of Sally is focused on the 
fundamental values of society and living together. 
The format introduces in the language and 
experiences of children key concepts, such as 
team-working, confidence, responsibility, solidarity, 
entrepreneurship, saving, honesty and helps them
to consider their needs in a connection with the 
needs of others.

The series helps to develop imagination and 
creativity: in each episode the characters struggle 
with finding solutions to a problem, mixing ingenuity 
with creative thinking, risk-taking and consideration 
of new ideas.
Sally and his friends consider the group as the best 
way to solve problems and situations: each one 
of them have different skills and talents, and this 
difference is what makes the strength of the group.

Each episode emphasizes a set of values, teaching 
positive lessons without leaving aside fun and 
adventure.
The Adventures of Sally creates a complete picture 
of everyday life situations and experiences, helping 
kids to identify with characters and with their needs 
and wishes, qualities and flaws.

The Adventures of Sally is a format that can
be enjoyed by kids and their families together.
The series suggests some playful and cultural 
activities, such as cooking and dancing, that allow 
families to share some playful and creative moments 
together.
These shared experiences can help keep create
and reinforce the parents-children tie and confidence 
in the first years of kids, when every day represents 
for them – just as it happens for Sally and his friends 
– a new amazing adventure, discovering the worlds 
around them.

educational
content

family
activities



The Adventures of Sally is structured on several 
narrative levels: the VoiceOver, the live action of 
actors – who perform live on a pre-recorded audio 
track – and a Tv language based on 15 filming points 
that develop 30 defined shots, which compose the 
visual narration. Both the VoiceOver and the pre-
recorded dialogues are performed by some of the 
best voices of Itaalian Theatre and Dubbing: this 
operation will be repeated in every country where
the format is distributed, choosing each time the 
most suggestive and evocative voices.

Actors’ gestures and expressiveness emphasize the 
educational values present in the story and stimulate 
kids’ imagination, helping them to develop their 
social skills.
The Adventures of Sally has been conceived as
a ‘live animation’, with real actors and real setting.

The Adventures of Sally is filmed as a live 
performance, in which actors can perfectly repeat 
their part. This structure has allowed the Tv format
to become a traveling live show, where children enjoy 
the live performance taking place just before their 
eyes and – at the same time – watch the Tv version 
on big monitors, perfectly synchronized.

direction
notes



Jader Giraldi is the founder of Zeranta Edutainment.
Author, director and producer, he is specialized
in the development of contents for education and training.
After a Degree in Law and a Master in Work and Management 
Psychology, from over 15 years Jader researches and develops 
formats that utilize theatre, cinema and digital visual arts for the 
production of events and multimedia tools for edutainment.

Roberto Pagliara has a Degree in Psychology of Arts
and collaborates with Zeranta Edutainment from its foundation. 
Author and creator of educational and multimedia formats
for young and adults, he has a strong experience in the social field.
He also writes stories and scripts for comics and feature films.

authors
Domenico Ciolfi is the founder of Mr.Arkadin Film.
He has a degree in History of Cinema at University of Bologna and he 
specialized in technique and language of audiovisual communication 
at Universidad Complutense de Madrid. His artistic work spans the 
fields of television, cinema and theatre, ranging from feature films 
to documentaries, from musical videos to adverts and writing for 
cinema and television. He has realized many productions for the 
main Italian broadcasters and television companies, focusing
in the last years on producing contents for kids and teens.



The Adventures of Sally is produced by Mr.Arkadin 
Film and Zeranta Edutainment.

Mr.Arkadin Film creates and produces 
commercials, films and Tv formats. It’s a dynamic 
reality, willing to experiment new forms of narration 
and language. Its specific experiences and expertise 
have enabled the establishment of a hub for the 
creation and production of innovative formats
for a number of international clients, among which 
Fiat, Infostrada, Jaguar, New Holland and Intesa 
Sanpaolo Banking Group.
Mr.Arkadin Film has realized many productions 
for the main Italian broadcasters and television 
companies: Rai, Mediaset, Sky, DeaKids, Ballandi 
Entertainment and Newton among others.

Zeranta Edutainment was created in 2008 
with the precise object of developing new contents 
and new methodologies, in order to give an 
educational dimension to entertainment and amplify 
the possibilities of learning by playing.
Since 2008 Zeranta Edutainment has ideated, 
produced and distributed several video formats, web 
series, role-playing games and corporate theatre 
experiences, with the aim of developing management 
and professional skills and competences.
Clients are Italian and International corporate 
companies, among which Intesa Sanpaolo Banking 
Group and Vodafone.

Mr.Arkadin Film and Zeranta Edutainment creative 
heart is based in Faenza (Emilia-Romagna).

Mr.Arkadin Film and Zeranta Edutain
ment

producers
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